
[LETTERS 
To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 

UNEQUAL WING-STROKES IN FLIGHT. 
S IRS ,—I have given up all hope of convincing Mr. Seaby, and he, no 

doubt, considers me past praying for. But I would ask readers of 
BRITISH B I R D S to refer to the two figures in the November number 
(p. 192), and judge for themselves. 

F. W. HEADLEY. 

SIRS,—If photographs are necessary to prove to ornithologists that a 
bird's two wings do not always have to move with mechanical equality, 
I beg to submit a photograph (here reproduced) of a Barn-Owl hastily 

leaving a dove-cote. The picture, while technically imperfect, is at 
least convincing of the point in question, which I must agree with 
Mr. Seaby (antea, p . 156) can hardly be said of all the photographs 
published by Mr. Headley (antea, pp. 115, 116, 192). 

CLINTON G. ABBOTT. 

To the Editors of BRITISH BIRDS. 

T H E GENERIC NAMES OF OUR SWALLOWS. 
SIRS,—In the last number of BRITISH B I R D S (pp. 230-1) Mr. Bonhote 

has criticized my nomenclature of the Swallows. Unfortunately, 
the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature, which I follow, 
is very little known in England, and still less so is the interpretation of 
several of its rules, which have for years been carefully considered by 
the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature. Even 
Mr. Bonhote is not well acquainted with the history and work of this 
Commission. 
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The Commission was appointed in 1895, in 1898 it was made a 

parmanent body, and increased to fifteen members, bu t a code of nomen
clature adopted by the International Congress, as the result of the 
labours of the Commission, was first published in the Proceedings of 
the Berlin Congress, 1901. At the same time a rule was adopted 
tha t no amendment to the Code should be presented to any Congress 
for vote unless the said amendment had been in the hands of the 
Commission at least one year prior to the meeting of the Congress 
to which it was proposed to present the amendment, and the Commission 
decided to report to the Congresses only those propositions upon which 
the vote in Committee was unanimous. These details may seem 
uninteresting, bu t I have gone into them at such length in order to 
show tha t the International Code is based upon no fanciful or arbitrary 
opinion, but is the result of many years of labour, much correspondence, 
numerous meetings and deliberations by a Committee chosen and 
augmented by International Congresses of the zoologists of the world, 
and adopted by those Congresses. 

I t has become most desirable rigidly to follow these rules, and every 
ornithologist who wishes to consider scientific nomenclature should 
give up his individual tastes and follow these rules implicitly. In order 
to do this one must make oneself acquainted with these rules. Mr. 
Bonhote has not done this. He says that the Committee " unfortunately 
committed a rather serious mistake by first agreeing to take the twelfth 
edition of Linnseus's Systema Naturae, published in 1766, as the basis, 
and subsequently altering that decision and going back to the tenth 
edition, published in 1758." This is by no means the case. Probably 
Mr. Bonhote is thinking of the " Stricklandian Code," first promulgated 
by the British Association in 1842, and in the main, followed by 
British ornithologists of the nineteenth century. This " code " did 
much to bring zoological nomenclature to some degree of stability, 
and was admirably conceived, nevertheless it had its faults, and one of 
these was tha t it had fixed the date of the starting-point of nomenclature 
a t 1766, instead of 1758, when binomial nomenclature began. That 
this code cannot in all its paragraphs be followed any longer has been 
admitted by all Congresses and all scientific bodies who have seriously 
studied and decided upon questions of nomenclature. Ho excuse exists 
therefore for a small number of British ornithologists to adhere to it 
any longer. Never has there been any question a t the International 
Congresses or in any of the Commission's published works about the 
year when nomenclature began to be valid. 

After this mistake, Mr. Bonhote states tha t I have been " much 
criticized " for my " innovations," though admitting that they are due 
to my following the strict letter of the rules to which " we must submit." 
I cannot quite agree to this statement. I know tha t many of my friends 
do not like my " innovations," and tha t some even go so far as not to 
adopt them, even when they know that they are absolutely correct, 
but I have seen very little criticism, unless disagreement with one's 
views and a disregard of one's labours be called criticism. 
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The interpretation of the International Rules is another matter, 

and it has been seriously considered, and a number of " opinions " 
rendered by the International Commission (up to this date twenty-
nine have been published) deal with this. 

I t is quite true tha t there have been different views about the adapta
tion of generic names published without a diagnosis, bu t if Mr, Bonhote 
were acquainted with ornithological nomenclature he would know tha t 
numerous generally-adopted names for common birds, especially those 
of Boie, Forster, Gray, Tunstall, Bonaparte, Reichenbaeh, and many 
others, were published without a diagnosis. Nor do the International 
Rules demand this. Article 25 (a) says :—-" The valid name of a genus 
or species can be only tha t name under which it was first designated, 
on the condition tha t this name was published and accompanied by 
an indication, or a definition, or a description," If Mr. Bonhote had 
published a list in which occurred " Accentor harterd, British Hedga 
Sparrow," as he suggests, of course his name would be a nomen nudum 
and not available, because " Opinion 1 " has specially decided that the 
word " indication " is not to be construed as including vernacular 
names ! I n the case of Forster's generic names for the Swallows 
the case is, however, quite different, because " the citation of a type-
species ' ' is held to make a generic name available. This has always been 
the opinion of ornithologists, and to alter it would mean the alteration 
of hundreds of the best known generic names. And, indeed, many 
generic names are ten times clearer when a type-species is cited to 
establish their meaning than when only a diagnosis is given, because 
diagnoses for genera are difficult to make when one knows only a few 
of the species belonging to the said genera, and they alter with the 
increase of species in a genus, or when a largar genus of ancient authors 
is divided into smaller modem groups. 

The statement tha t two wrongs do not make a right is quite correct, 
but the opposite was never my opinion, and if Mr. Bonhote says we may 
still, with a clear conscience, use Hirundo for the Swallows, Ckelidon 
for the House-Martin, and Cotile for the Sand-Martin, he does just what 
he deprecates, i.e., he adopts a name (Ghelidon of Boie) which is published 
without a diagnosis, while he rejects Forster's earlier name ! Mr. 
Bonhote might have looked up recent literature to find the name 
Riparia frequently used, instead of charging me with " supporting 
my statement by a single reference." Looking a t my book, it is clear 
to anyone tha t I , in order to save space, have not quoted any recent 
literature, but only the first name given to the forms described in my 
work. Suffice it to say tha t the name Riparia is universally used in 
America, and almost so in Germany, since it has been adopted in 
Reichenow's list of the birds of Germany, and the same author's some
what important work on the Birds of Africa, 

Mr. Bonhote's kindness in calling my attention to pages 888 and 
969 in the Proc. Inst. Zool. Oongr., Berlin, is fully appreciated by me, 
but I had seen them before, and there is nothing in those pages which 
prevents me from preserving the original spelling of the names Mgithatos, 
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•philomelos, etc., although one might also use the Latin ending u», 
instead of the Greek os, as zoological names are supposed to be 
latinized. These names, liowei er, were purposely spelled in this way 
by their authors, and there is no evident error of transcription, lapaut 
calami, or typographical error in them. What Mr. Bonhote found 
•on page 969 are not " rules," but " recommendations," and I follow 
them when making new names, and tha t is the meaning of the recom
mendations, which are not the same as the " rules." 

E R N S T HARTERT. 
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